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Abstract 
In recent years, with of robot technology progress and robot science activities, robot technology obtained fast 
development. The system USES the Atmega128 single-chip Atmel company as a core controller, was designed using 
a infrared to tube detection boundary, looking for each other, controller to tube receiving infrared data, and according 
to the data control motor state thus robot reached automatic control purposes. Against robot by single-chip 
microcomputer smallest system, By making the teaching purpose is to promote the robot sumo students' interests and 
let more students to participate in the robot research activities.  
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1.Introduction 
In recent years, with of robot technology progress and robot science activities, robot technology 
obtained fast development. Robot tech nology has been widely applied to measure, monitor, industrial 
control, diagnosis, scientific experiments each domain. For example, when the monitor some harmful 
environment, the staff of site monitoring could threaten to man's life, then we can use robots monitoring, 
and data, and then back to the staff to check data, so can ensure personnel safety make working smoothly.  
This project which is developed for sumo robot, namely the robot can imitate people looking for each 
other, and treat each other out bounds. Sumo robot belongs to the category of performing robot, consiering 
that the college students don't know much of robots, sumo robot can be used as a teaching.  
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2.Works frame diagram and working principle 
Single chip minimize system by power supply module, independent key circuits and display circuit 
composed; Detection circuit consists of infrared to tube composed; Motor driven by LN298 module. 
Including detection circuit including boundary detection of tube and find each other infrared infrared to 
tube two parts.  
Robot in the fight against process, above all .by boundary detection infrared to tube inspection robot 
whether bounds: when robot front line, immediately change will run for the robot state, the robot back, 
Instead, make robots forward. Then, in the robot no bounds of cases, robots rotation looking for each other . 
In seeking to each other until after the attack place,suggesting party exit bounded so far side. 
 
Figure 1.   sumo robot system diagram 
3.Hardware design 
This system consists of a single chip minimize system, detection circuit and motor drive circuit 
composed.  
3.1.Single chip minimize system  
Single chip minimize system mainly bag expanding power module and reset and clock module, buttons 
module and display module, its core board Atmega128 core board.  
 power supply module  
Power supply module is a 12V - 5V dualsupply circuit. Considering the robot motor in speed and 
torque requirements, in motor sprints when voltage plus 12 v dc motor ends voltage . And single chip 
minimize system and other peripheral for devices needed are 5V dc voltage, so, we choose 7805 three 
terminal voltage stabilizing chips will 12 v dc voltage transform into 5V - 12 v dc power with a laptop of 
lithium battery and laptop battery current biggest can achieve 2A, can satisfy the need of motor.  
  reset and clock module  
Reset adopts the commonly used in electric automatic reset and reset button in two ways, Clock use 
circumscribed crystals and capacitance composed of parallel resonant circuit.  
 pruning buttons module  
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Commonly used buttons module has matrix keyboard and independent keyboard. Considering the 
system USES independent keyboard can satisfy need, so the system module USES independent keyboard 
buttons.  
 radar echoes captured display module  
In embedded development in the process of commonly used display module has LED, LCD and bitmap 
etc, this system USES LED digital tube, because LED digital tube cheap, but also to meet this system 
needs.  
3.2.Detection circuit  
Detection circuit including detection of boundary and testing the other two aspects . When testing 
boundary infrared to tube detected when black line high level, or for a low level, so that only two kinds of 
state, detection distance is short, but can satisfy the requirements, procedure boundary detection and 
simpler.  
While other needs to tube detection infrared detection distance long, commonly have ultrasonic 
detection, infrared coding detection, infrared to tube detection, etc. But the former two scheme, so the 
program is more complex, the system USES infrared to tube detection. SCM ordinary IO mouth to pick up 
the infrared detection ten centimeters, tube only when both sides distance cannot find each other . But, 
infrared to tube output is analog signals, if the infrared to tube output analog signals, such as long as 
infrared frequency-field on pipe output analog signal has a very slight change microcontroller can be 
detected, the detection distance can to dozens of centimeters, even one meter, which can meet the system 
requirement, and AD procedure is simple. So, we adopt such scheme, diagram as figure2shows. This is 
also one of the highlight of our system.  
 
Figure 2.   detection circuit 
3.3. motor driver circuit 
Adopt the motor drive chip, such as special LN298, MC33886 etc. Special drive chip circuit is simple, 
overcome the schism circuits of asymmetry problem; LN298 biggest under current reach 2A and stable 
performance and can meet    
 the system requireements. Driving circuit fig.03 shows.  
In this system, the hardware and software design of which we adopt modularization design ideas, for 
we later machine commissioning ready for it. Our commissioning procedures are as follows:  
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Figure 3.   motor driver circuit 
4.Overall system debugging 
The first step, debugging single chip minimize system. First, the normal work situations in power 
debugging digital tube and key, so it can work normally, for the following debugging ready. For example, 
digital tube can display the PWM 390v and robotic current status and so on.  
The second step, debugging detection circuit . We used to tube oscilloscope debugging infrared, 
ensuring that each of the infrared to tube can achieve system performance requirements.  
Third step, debugging motor driver circuit. Motor driver module in not answering microcontroller 
conditions, the multi-channel dc voltage stabilizer with power and LN298 respectively to analog signal, 
and then judge driving circuit is working correctly. If a driving circuit can not work normally, according to 
the principle diagram, using a multimeter grate mistake, or an oscilloscope until motor driving circuit can 
work normally. Fourth step, system debugging. Machine In ensuring the normal work, above module will 
each module overall debugging.  
And we in hardware debugging process, also simultaneously software program compiling, and software 
debugging first to use the software simulation function of debugging, each module program test success. 
So, when the hardware debugging, software simulation also passed, we start according to the specific 
functions of software and hardware combined commissioning, till all functions to control requirements so 
far.  
Proved by the experiment, this system is stable work can meet the design requirements .  
5.Epilogue 
Robot can detect boundary, looking for each other, and treat each other out bounds. In order to facilitate 
the debugging, smallest system of additional keyboard and display circuit, provide good human-machine 
interaction interface, convenient debug, it also makes the whole system is very humane. Students engage in 
production of the project, and at the same time also can attract students works demo attention, ascension of 
the robot developed the students interests.  
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